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How to Measure your Spa
for a Custom Replacement Spa Cover
It is very important that you take accurate measurements to ensure your new cover will properly fit your spa. The diagrams below will help
you to determine where to take your measurements from. It is recommended that someone assist you in holding the tape measure while you measure.

Measuring outer dimensions and lip height (skirt/flap length)
Lip Height
(Length of Skirt)

Measure at the widest point
of the4.03in
spa shell

Spa Shell
Spa Cabinet
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Spa Shell
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of the
spa shell
4.27in

Spa Cabinet

Measuring the corner radius
Intersection - Point B
Break in curve - Point A

Using 2 rulers, or a carpenter's square (preferred method)
lay the measuring tool against the spa shell as shown in
the diagram at the right. Measure from where the curve
breaks (Point A) to where the measuring tools intersect
(Point B). This will be your radius measurement.

The distance from the Break in curve (Point A)
to the intersection of the carpenters square (Point B)
will be your radius measurement

Break in curve - Point A
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Please be sure to print this page at actual size.
Do not reduce or increase the size of the page to fit a particular paper.
These measurements will not be accurate if this is not printed at 100%.
To ensure accuracy, before you use this template,
confirm that the the longest (horizontal) black line measures 10"
And that the shortest (vertical) line measures 7.5"
If your radius falls in between two measurements, always choose the smaller dimension.
For example: your spa radius falls in between 5" & 6". Submit the 5" measurement to
ensure your cover will fit over the corner of your spa.
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